GET IT GREEN!

OUR TREATMENT PACKAGES

Our fertilizer is a high grade, time-release formula that will provide both quick green up and consistent feed for the turf with fewer applications than the liquid-based feed some other companies may use. Each application has the necessary ingredients to provide maximum nutrition for the turf all season long.

Our spring fertilizer applications include pre-emergent herbicides to control crabgrass and other grassy weeds, and our fall fertilizer applications are formulated to sustain your lawn through winter months. All applications will include a liquid broad leaf weed control herbicide to control all leafy weeds (dandelions, clovers, etc.)

BASIC - 4 Treatments $ ea.

4 applications of fertilizer and weed control

ELITE - 6 Treatments $ ea.

INCLUDES EVERYTHING in our Basic package....
PLUS: Fall Aeration - to loosen up the soil reducing compacted thatch, making it easier for water and vital nutrients to reach the roots of your turf.
PLUS: Over-Seeding - essential to revitalize growth & fill in bare spots.*

PLATINUM - 7 Treatments $ ea.

INCLUDES EVERYTHING in our Elite package....
PLUS: Grub and insect control - This added June application helps terminate annoying insects and turf hungry grubs. It also helps curb moles by eliminating their main food source (grubs). **
PLUS: Spot weed treatments - For constant control - Eliminates weeds that show up between full applications. ***

* While fall aeration and over-seeding are considered individual treatments, they are completed in one visit.
** It is the customer’s responsibility to maintain a minimum watering schedule of twice per week for best results during the hot summer months.
*** Only available when combined with a mowing package.